International Mail Service Suspensions Notice

Janus Henderson Investors has been made aware that the delivery of fund documents to some shareholders located in certain foreign countries may be delayed due to international mail service suspensions related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, delivery to those foreign countries of the following documents for the following funds may be delayed:


- Supplements to the prospectuses, dated April 1, 2020, for the following series of Janus Investment Fund: Janus Henderson Global Research Fund and Janus Henderson Research Fund.

- **Semi-Annual Reports**, dated April 30, 2020, for the following series of Janus Detroit Street Trust: Janus Henderson Small/Mid Cap Growth Alpha ETF, Janus Henderson Small Cap Growth Alpha ETF, Long-Term Care ETF, Janus Henderson Short Duration Income ETF, and Janus Henderson Mortgage-Backed Securities ETF.

- Supplements to the prospectuses, dated April 30, 2020, for the following series of Janus Detroit Street Trust: Janus Henderson Small Cap Growth Alpha ETF, Janus Henderson Small/Mid Cap Growth Alpha ETF, The Long-Term Care ETF, Janus Henderson Short Duration Income ETF, and Janus Henderson Mortgage-Backed Securities ETF.


These documents are available at janushenderson.com/reports if you hold shares directly with Janus Henderson, and otherwise at janushenderson.com/info. Further information about international service disruptions is available on the United States Postal Service (USPS) website.
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